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6 Ciaims. 

'l‘hisinvention relates to; an‘ improvedvmethodzforslapei 15 
ping metallic articles,‘ andyparticularlyato a. method‘ forth 
the lapping of articles ‘ fabricated from vnornhomo'geneous 3 
or,_'inclusion-bearing :metal alloys, and metals, or metallic! 
structures displaying non-homogeneous:,characteristicsrto.v 
abrasiomto develop'thereon an exceedingly high' quality. 20 
surface ?nish. ‘ 

Metal alloys and some, metals,.,to varying degreesyarem 
non-homogeneous to abrasionand thereforerit isi,di?‘i_cult 
tolap these materials at alsubstantially ,iuniform-rate-unee-a. 
essary to develop, high quality surface ?nishesrwitht good 25 
dimentional controL; Typical examples; of; such materials / 
are I the high‘ tungsten” vanadium and chromium" content . - 
alloy steels, wherein relatively richrcarbide,concentrations: 
exist "at the grainboundaries or at other ‘points, - These-p 
carbides are usually much harder ‘than ,the,metal.:of.the 30 
grain interiors and, in thelcase of vanadium‘ carbideaat 
least, may be of a greater hardness than :aluminum oxide» 
abrasive itself.’ An even more. serious problem from the.“ 
standpoint of lapping is that of the impurity, inclusions, 
whichare found in all commercial grades oftmetalalloysa; 35 
These inclusions, may comprise small amounts of silii 
cates, sul?des or other'substances, or refractoryparticles 
picked up from the smelting furnace,;whieh may be either; 
harderwor softer, than ‘the primary‘metal ponstituent and; 
thus" possess ,a different abrading characteristics“ When. ,- 40 
metallalloysare lappedby ‘the conventional methods'now} 
knolwn'yt'o ‘the. art, inclusions invariablytutear; away; from‘, 
thew-surrounding jinetal, leaving pits; behind , which reduce, 
thefquality of,‘ the ?nish. ' ‘Usually? thediSlQdE?d inc1usions,-\ 
joir'if‘the. abrasive andpare forced against vthe pworkrsurfacel 45 
oneyor?mor'e times during later. passes of the lapping-took 
thus producing scratches which , additionally-mar’ vthe ?né: 
ish.;'_ Yet ‘another cause of > pitting; ,is belieyed. to ,be-point' 
welding, which may occur between the-tool andgtheworkn 
un’def‘the high ltemper‘amrve'swhich 'axisikwithinz the’lsm'auwoi -10 ‘which contacts the‘ workv during lapping Since they ‘ 
area’ ‘of , contact." The breaking; of point , welds ,- under . the" 
relative movement of theglap and the work tearsrsmall; 
pieces of metal away, with resultantpitting,and1the~frea 
metal particles .i'ntermingle with lthe abrasive,‘and:v deface l , 
the‘gworksurface‘ upon, being, carriedivinto ,thegcontact 55 
area during subsequent operation“ " 
UL SL1 Patent ,2,612,736,,_propertyl of {the sameassigneeaj 

taught aprocess and ailappingndevicelfor the attainment 
in materials of the type hereinabovementionedjoftlapped, 
surfaces having qualities’ of therorde'r, of 1-72 microinches 60 
root-mean-square, and the ,, instant. , invention ' constitutes ~ 
an improvement over, the ‘patented.processabyawhichr it . 
is possibl‘eito obtain appreciably higher ‘surface qualities.» 
High quality surface ?nishes dare ,es'sentia‘ltto certain uses‘; 
of the materials in polymeric material ?'lrncasting'wheels, 65 
polishing ‘rolls for coated fabrics and the Alike. ' Pure 
metals, such, as electroplated chromium, lfor example,’ are~ 
generally, free of inclusions , but {are (apparently 1 still :non- > 
homogeneous to abrasion, ‘s'incepitris very- di?icultto; sea; 
cure a ‘high quality ?nishlthereon while.stilli-retainingtgm 
good- dimensional control. 

I have‘now‘found that it is possible to lapmetal alloys. 
and also vmetals to, ?nishes having qualities,substantially 
better ‘than 1.0 microinch' with'high dimensionaliaccuracy 1 
by‘for'cing a diamond dust abrasive against the workwithy 
a balsavwoodl-l'ap' in the. presence of a small amountnof 
wax :while maintaining a ‘predetermined .pressure=of~con-.. 
tactand'a high relative speedipof. ,translation..of:1the~~ sup.‘ 
faces, whereby iallvlareas are abraded at substantiallyythe. 
same rate and, inclusions, are not from: from‘ the‘zmatrix, 30 
metal. -A primary'object of this inventiomitherefore;coma , i 
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prisesiprovidi'ngl a method for -> the lapping o'fia'r-ticlesl} 
fab'ricatedfromf metal alloysv ori metals to exceedingl'yihighi» 
qualitya?nishest- Other'objects include the provisionio? 
a.‘ method of/lapping'articles fabricated from metallalloy'sl 
ormetals whichuis rapidand economical,- and which lisl'l 
subject ,to, high: dimensional control, so that vthef?nisphed? 
articles‘confor‘m to very‘precise‘sizestandards. The-man; 
ner in- ‘which. these, and ‘other-objects'of this‘ invent-i025 
are, attained will‘ become apparent from the detailed de-~ 
scription of this specification and'the followingidrawings j 
in. which‘: 

Fig. v1 isa perspective view“ of and apparatus adapted I 
to ,lap , a work-piece of ‘cylindrical shape according to 
this invention,’ the outline of the workin set up" position?’ 
being shown by broken line representation; 

Fig. 2 is- a" rear elevational view showing a preferred" 
dispositionofiap ‘in relationship to a work-piece of cylin 
drical shape; I 

Fig. 3 is‘a frontelevation of one embodiment of 12p» 
accordingwto this invention; and 

Fig, 4 is a sectional viewv taken'along the'verticalf'axisi ' 
of thelap shown in Fig. 3. 
Lapping according to, this invention may be'conductedV 

by applying the diamond abrasive andthe wax separately‘ 
to athebalsa-awood lap prior to commencement of ‘thee 
lappingoperation; however, his preferred to make‘ up a 
wax‘; stickaincorporatingthe diamond substantially uni 
formly distributedtherein and apply both theidiamondi 
and-the; waxqto the lap simultaneously for reasons of ' 
convenience ;in;the application and economy in~diamond1 
consumption ‘through the elimination of losses which re 
sult wheny-thle-free abrasive is dusted on. 
The lapvyof. this‘inventi'on may convenientlycomprisei 

a single‘pi‘ece of; balsa Wood cut transverse=the trunk, the 
endsgofathe‘?bers- presented constituting a more uniform 

- surface .thanais ‘obtained when the wood is cut-with the‘! 
grain“ Large laps can'be built up. by assembling a multi? 
plicity. ‘of/pieces cut across the grain into the lap 'con?gura-' 1 
tion, desired-and-holding the pieces rigidly together by’ a‘. . 
suitable device such ‘as. that hereinafter described with ref- -‘ 
erencefto »Figs_.-@3 andd» so that a substantially continuous I‘ 
surface,‘ is - provided, for‘ forcing the: abrasive ‘against the? 
work; Sincesit is necessary to maintain‘ihigh7relative~ 
surface:speedslgduringvlapping, [it is preferred‘to employ‘ ' 
lapslof annulan‘shape in the practice of my‘ m'ethocLforw 
theareason that thisq-con?gurationiris stable ‘and strong» 
enough "to withstand very jvhighs rotational? speedsw ' 

InFig's. ,3, :audit, thebalsa- wood-lap 9 comprises‘ a 
unitary annulus. cut tranlverser-a block of wood,‘ so ithat-ur 
the ,ends ‘of. the wood,- ?bers make up the working face~ ' 

lap“ is subjected to relatively high stresses duringpuse',‘iit ‘ 
is desirablerto provide support by mounting thelap tightly? : 
within the Lannularrecessyll of/the circular metal holderm 
12‘withla’ light‘drive ?t and to cement securely ‘the sur-; 
faces ofithe .vlapin contact with recess ~11'to >ho1derw124> 
with ' a‘ suitable .high‘ strength commercially available-,ce- ~_ 
ment, Theprear face of holder 12 is provided with tappeda 
holes ‘l3v_for,the ‘receptionof bolts-for attachmenbof; I 
the lapto, ‘the ?ange of a poweredtrotatingispindl?a, 1 The; 
tlap'shown'in Figs. 3 and 4 isadapted-to'thelapping ‘of;v ~ 
cylindrical .work vpieces : and the working: face i10'1is there; 
fore. v‘machined to ‘a; plane, ‘ smooth‘ surface ‘vi-throughout‘; 
Where‘ it ,is ;desired- to. lap plane '5 surfaces,» it ‘is preferred to “machine~ the-outer. ~ edge- of face; ‘10' on ’a bevel» ands’ 
~‘maintain; holden _»12 \ during ‘operation-Vat an ‘inclination->1 
such that-lithe beveled edge is parallel to the work surface; 
thepworkjand ‘tool being indexed laterally relative toonec. 
another ,to the; extent necessaryzto- lap-by successive travw 
erses-the desired surface area‘,~ whereupon substantially 
"equalaeras jofithealap- contact-the work-as-in the caseof-q 
cyllgdricalvworle ‘when’ theé-same "loading pressures are" 

use Lapping; according ,to- this invention > can \ betcarried 'i ; 
outwith conventional-machine shop equipment of‘ the ,type ' ‘I 1 
‘shownuin Fig. :1, wherein the cylindrical work-piece 19.,"3v 
in broken line‘ representation, is set 'up. betweenitheicena 
terslandgturned-byja' standard-grinding machine 20; such;¢~: 
as -a~I_§rown‘&1Sharpe, ‘Model ‘ No.‘ 4, Universal Grinding'w' 

RMElGhll'ljC. ‘The, lap,‘ oft-he designt-showne in~~Figsv 3 and- - 
‘ 4, 1s Powered-bye heavyidutyimotorized spindle 2,1, zsuehw" 
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as a Pope Machinery Corporation Series P-2500 design, 
which is substituted for the conventional grinding wheel - 
of the grinding machine but is made to traverse the lap 
lengthwise of the work-piece 19 by the operation of grind 
ing machine 20 in the usual manner. The in-feed of the 
lap against the work is conveniently gauged by main 
taining the horsepower input to the spindle motor at a 
sufficient level for each of the sizes of abrasive used to 
maintain high quality lapping at a satisfactory rate. A 
power demand meter, not shown, of the type represented 
by the Weston Model 639 Industrial Analyzer is con 
nected in circuit with the motor of spindle 21 to provide 
the operator with an indication of the existing loading 
during operation. It will be understood that the particu 
lar apparatus hereinabove described constitutes but one 
arrangement of many which can be employed for the pur 
pose, and that numerous other arrangements known to 
those skilled in the art may be used, depending on the 
size and shape of the work to be lapped and the practicable 
speeds at which the work or the lap can be turned. 

In the lapping of cylindrical work, good results are 
obtained when the surface of the lap is disposed substan 
tially tangent to the surface of the work, as indicated in 
Figs. 1 and 2. The center line of the lap-powering spindle 
may be coplanar with the longitudinal axis of the work 
or may be disposed thereabove; however, it is preferred 
to locate the lap as shown in Fig. 2, wherein the angle 
between the line of contact of the lap with the work and 
the vertical is approximately 45 degs. With this dis 
position, the right-hand area of contact of the lap passes 
the work at an inclination of 45 degs. to the right while 
the left-hand area of contact passes the work at an in 
clination of 45 degs. to the left, thus providing a broken 
pattern which is desirable in lapping regardless of the 
particular method involved. Equally good results are ob 
tained when the lap is turned in either a clockwise or 
counter-clockwise direction as viewed in Fig. 2. 

It is essential to the purposes of this invention to employ 
a wax in conjunction with the diamond dust abrasive 
and balsa wood lap. The exact functioning of the balsa 
wood and wax during the lapping operation is not under 
stood with certainty; however it appears that the peculiar 
nature of the balsa wood and of the thin layer of wax 
interposed between the lap face and the work combine to 
afford an optimum compromise between cutting rate and 
differential heat generation to achieve the very high sur 
face qualities which are obtained. It is believed that 
the, balsa wood has a softness such that it will not hold 
the diamond dust against the work with su?icient force 
to cause scratches, while still possessing enough reten 
tivity for the diamond to effect a certain amount of 
lapping. I have found that there is a limiting softness 
for balsa wood which renders it useless for the purposes 
contemplated, which can be determined by testing the 
wood in a conventional Rockwell hardness tester with 
a 54;" diameter tool steel ball under a loading of 60 kgs. 
The test is conducted on the wood in an end grain direc 
tion and measurement of the diameter of the crater left 
by the steel ball on cessation of penetration, which usually 
occurs within about 20 secs., affords a convenient index 
of the hardness. Indentations of diameters in excess of 
about 4/32" are an indication that the wood is too soft for 
use as a lap. Insofar as my experiments have revealed 
there is apparently no upper limit on the hardness of the 
balsa which affects lapping action. 
The wax is believed to exist as a highly viscous sus 

pension medium for the diamond under the_localized 
temperature developed during the lapping operatlon, there 
by restricting the movement of the diamond particles to 
the precise extent necessary to effect lapping when backed 
up by the balsa wood block. ThlS theory is offered as 
the most logical explanation for the. phenomenon ob 
served known to me; however, lapping action is very 
complex in its nature and perhaps other_ equally logical 
theories can be postulated. By differential heat genera 
tion I mean the heat generated within local areas being 
lapped under the action of the lapping tool, such heat 
when excessive causing unequal expansion of_the work 
piece which ?nally results In leccentrlc [rotation 1of Stlgc; 

r “whi in ,” su?icient y serious 0 cause os 
dvifrig?sgonal cdiijtrogl. I have found that the hard waxes, 
such as beeswax and carnauba, are_part1cularly effective in 
reducing differential heat generation, particularly as re 
gards work-pieces having length/diameter ratios below 
about 5.0. Where the con?gura’?on of the Work-P1‘?Ce 1S 
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such that this general limit is exceeded, whipping evidenc 

> ving aggravated differential heat generation occurs in spite 

I lower than the solid waxes. 
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of the wax and, once this stage is reached, the operator 
has no option but must discontinue lapping until the 
work is cooled, after which operations can be continued. 

Liquid waxes appear to be of some utility in eliminat 
ing heating but their e?iciency appears to be considerably 

While beeswax and carnauba 
wax individually appear to reduce differential heat gen 
eration, I have found that a blend of these two waxes in 
the proportions of about 40-60% carnauba wax to 60 
40% beeswax is particularly effective and I prefer to 
use this mixture for the preparation of my wax sticks. The 
sticks are prepared by melting the wax and stirring in the 
particular grit size of diamond dust abrasive which it is 
desired to employ until a uniform distribution of the dia 
mond is obtained, whereupon the wax-diamond mixture 
is poured into cylindrical molds and chilled to solidity 
before diamond strati?cation can occur. A typical stick 
may comprise about 10 gms. of carnauba wax, about 10 
gms. of beeswax and 10 carats of diamond dust, the lap 
ping hereinafter reported being conducted with three 
separate sticks made up with 3200, 6400 and 13,500 grit 
size diamond dust, respectively. The wax is preferably 
used sparingly for the reason that an excess contributes 
to heat generation, it being only necessary to maintain 
a very thin ?lm over the surface of the work, which can 
readily be determined visually by the dull luster imparted 
when sufficient wax is applied. In a typical case about 
one gram of wax-diamond mixture of the composition 
hereinabove described, made up with 6400 grit size dia 
mond, was sufficient for the lapping of a 218 sq. in. surface 
cylindrical metal work-piece in the course of 20 passes 
of the lap past the work. 

In this instance the work-piece was fabricated from 
Stellite No. 1 of the analysis hereinafter detailed and was 
cylindrical in form with a diameter of about 6” and 
a length of about 12". The lap comprised a 1" 
thick segmental balsa wood ring of 67/3" inside di 
ameter and 8%" outside diameter, thus providing a 
working face of 1” width. The work-piece was 
turned in the grinding machine at a speed of 40 
R. P. M., and the lap was turned at a speed such that the 
relative velocity between the work and the lap was about 
8000 ft./min. A power input of 3.0 H. P. was preserved 
during the operation, and the lap was traversed across the 
work at a rate of 1" lateral travel per revolution of the 
work-piece, a single pass requiring about 18 secs. After 

’ 10 passes, or 3.0 mins., lapping was discontinued and the 
work was allowed to air cool for an interval of about 20 
mins. before making the ?nal 10 passes. The quality of 
the work to begin with was about 1.0 microinch R. M. 8., 
while the ?nal quality was an estimated 0.6-0.7 micro 
inch. It will be understood that the precise ratings of 
?nishes of such high quality as those with which this 
invention are concerned are approximate, due to the fact 
that techniques have not yet been developed which permit 
absolutely accurate measurements within this range; how 
ever, all ?nish ratings herein reported were obtained with 
a highly sensitive multiple beam interferometer, this in 
strument being considered the most accurate available. 

Observations indicate that effective lapping occurs at 
work-piece temperatures ranging from room temperature 
to about 400° F. or even higher, so long as differential 
heat generation does not cause whipping detrimental to 
the requirements of dimensional control. The thin wax 
?lm on the work blackens somewhat during operation and 
this visually perceptible color change affords a convenient 
indication that lapping action is being obtained. In gen 
eral, I have found that it is desirable with most work to 
maintain an upper limit of surface temperature of between 
about 120-140" F. where high dimensional accuracy is of 
critical importance. The pressure loading which it is de 
sirable to preserve is not particularly critical, a loading in 
approximately direct proportion to the diameter of cylin 
drical work-pieces giving good results for the same mate 
rials of fabrication, all other conditions remaining the 
same. In the practice of my method it is necessary to 
maintain a relative speed of translation between the con 
tacting surfaces of the lap and the work of the order of 
about 5000 ft./min., and preferably 7500-10000 ft./min. 
At speeds in the lower end of the range, i. e., around 5000 
ft./min., some materials display the defect known in the 
lapping art as “orange peel,” which is effectively prevented 
if higher relative speeds are preserved. At the other end. 
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otrsthegraugeegeod;-;lapping;;occurs at. speedstunqtqand 1152b than-21000045000 ft/min-r however; heat.Ygene.ra.-.. 
0011.. aggravated at these-very1_.high> speedswithe, 
out accompanying advantages and also;_the,.lo,w__>.inherei_1t. 

6 
sizes pf, diamond, ‘dustv together ‘with olive .oil. imtheprden; 
recitedunti a l?nalli?nis'hl of; l-.l2'rnic i'ch... EMLS 
quality fwaspattainedf The shelhwast , 
balsa". wood lap ."and diamondéw'ax app atio' 

stvriengthyiof the ,balsa, woodlaplxmakesqit :inadyisabletto 5r. separate steps intheffollowirig chropbl'ogigal' 
Opel: te.~.atthisextreme-a ingotzq?-P-ibciflsprésérvedtlif “shout, . n 

. ThQ-:1f<1.PP_i.ng.0f.§urfaQe$ from their-originaLstate to the ?nal operation, under" the lastistepprnej ‘ To. 
?naLtimsh-is aprogressiveoperation, involvingthe useof facilitate themain't'enance of temperature.‘ 0 triol mg‘; 
a ,se espof,diamondgdususizes ‘ranging; from-relatively lapping, the'inand'rel supporting thds‘hell'iwasidrilliiél. at; 
coarse gap-the ;,begin_ning ,through ,successivelyp?ner sizes . l0 - two points vadjacent ‘the ends‘, of I the,shell_l and’ prfov'ided‘. 
to; |e_.‘_€nd,.1._ The;fac_es,of the.balsagwooddapsdemployed with rotary‘ joints for the'in‘troductidn" ‘rid‘r‘emtiv, dpwnggeach, lapping step,becomes vcharged locally with cooling water, which?was continuously.) rrciil ,e'd h’ri'of 
dramonddust,anditwill;be,understoodithatva,lap which, thel‘interior,oftheishelldiiring thec'o' pléte Iap'p'in ' “ .~ 
Mathew-previously usedwitha coarser size of,,diamond - The surfaceatemperature‘vof.thelsliellwas'maiiitai‘ "j 
dl-ISI shqllldi not‘,beemployedio,attainna, higher- quality. 15 tweenthe. limits of‘l'20f—ll‘60l-" Fl 'for_1al{l_ threela‘“ " 

with a ?ner size,~unless,_the_,charged regionjs ?rst removed. by suitably regulating, the ?ow. of cooling,‘ "ater andna freshlgsur-face:~_eXpOS¢dr;to,/>the:Worke This. can ‘be the shell. In allcases diamond-loade ,_ ' stick accomplished,conveniently. byc'uttingcwayyithez face. of, upin- the proportions of 10 gms. car ba " th§‘lal1;.t(l;a:'d§Plh‘0f abQlltlrl/aé' ingalathe with atdiarn'ond beeswax’ and1l0carat's .diamonddus't'o each if th 

pointwtool-_., In; addition, balsa wood laps wear unevenly 20 grit ,sizeswe‘r‘e employedfor'the fap'plicationno‘ ,. 
in the course of use, which is evidenced-by, a periodic to the balsa woodlap, The ‘shelhwafs ,turried atalfs‘p 
“bumping? sound-during operation, which becomes more of 55 RIP. M.', and the lap was traversed a‘xiallyat'la rate 
n?ticeable. as high: spots develop. It is .therefoliepreferred, of 1';’ lateral travel .perrevolution. A relativeispeedlofil. 
todress the lap to, restore an even contacting surface be- work, to lappf about 8000 feevtjper'fminnite was ' ' ewe 
foregburnping, becomes, serious enough. to, causegblemishes _- 25-, during operation, the lap being'tu'rn'edllat a‘ spee .o'f'lab 
inrthe work, andpthis can ‘be accomplished~by,trimming 3625 R/P. M." " ' ‘ , ' ‘ i i “I ‘ ' i ' ' thepface rofytheylap to, .a ,depth; of 0.005 ~'.'—-.0I.-0;1'0_'_" with; ‘a, St 1 

diamond point ‘tool at interval.ofaboutone-houris.opera; ep ‘ ' 
tienl. Upon completion of lapping. witha given ‘size .of_ Lappingwas‘initiatedwith .a 3200 ,gritlsizestick, the. 
abrasive,- theeurface, of the workgis cleaned by ?ushingior- 30H, abrasive ‘ being" appliedtothfe, lapib‘y several‘ s'ho’r’tjli‘ght’ 
gently;washingwith, a, solvent, such as; carbon tetra-_ p‘ress’urestrok'e's.byi the. operator and. thelapj‘bejingftfavr; 
chloride,followedbyya ,?nalwashwith watencontaining] erse'd' lengthwise ofthe shell .forone, qnmorejpr‘elim' ‘ 
ad?i?tgentn Soft absorbent paper or, cotton arepr'efer-v passes to‘. determine visuallyjifa ,c’ontinupusi'laye'i' v H 
ablymsed to dry thelapped surfacerand to remove any re- war was ‘laid down. For‘ theusize‘ .of, weir ’_sp.e_1?e,d‘ a 
mainingtraces:of;abrasive, afterlwhichlapping is started 2 35. application fofabout 1.0 gm, ~ofwax7diamond.wla ‘s'u?i _ 
Wlthjzth?ell?)“ ?ner size. of,abrasive.i cien’tiforf, good results, untilfredres'sing becarn ' ne ssary'} 

Lapping according to this invention’ hasproved particu: when, of course, it wasnecessary to add n v'v\w_ , 1am, (I 
larly effective for the high quality ?nishing of the rela- to ,thelap'to. replacethat', whichwasjr'emo d. The tively hardaalloysteels, ‘of which the following .are repre- step .ofwax<diamondilapping required 4,0; '3. ofllappirrrg;~ 
sentative, and .the .loadingsyfor these materials, typi?ed by 40 . time, the‘ wheel being redres’sed three timesat aboptfe‘gualji' 
the 440-A example hereinafter reported in' detail, consti- intervals, during this period whereupon a?nalfs‘urf“ ,ej 
tute a. guide which, supplemented.byl-observations in the. quality. of ,abou'tv0l7 to 1.0 ,rnicroinch‘ j. M. (S. was'olij? 
course .of .lappingother. materials, willrenablerothersto tained. ‘Thelapfwastlienthere I 1y. ‘lashed’ ith carbon; 
practice my method: tetrachloride. and Y the, outer ‘face as , cut. avg, y‘, _ a; 

Analysis, in percent 

Surface, 
_Material 0 Mn P s Si Cr Ni Cu Fe %°§§§§}1 

11655 

Armco Iron R1104 __________ -_ 0.06 0.55 0.013 0.012 0.39 16. 34 4.00 3.90 Balance 39 
AISI 440'». ................ .. 0.60 1.0 1.0 15.0 1.25 .... -_ Balance 55 

0 Mn P S Si Or Mo V Fe 

Latrobe Electric Steel Co.’s 
BR-4 .................... _- 2.4 0.40 ______________ _- 0.40 12.8 1.1 4.0 Balance 65 

Cr W Balance 

Stellite No. 1 ............... .. 28-34 11-15 00 55 

\\ Ni 00 Cr Mo B Mn 0 All Others 

X-Alloy 306 ................. __ 40 30 15 8 2.5 1.0 0.5-1.0 2. 5-3.0 5s 

A 4" dia. centrifugally cast shell of 12" length and 1/2" diamond point tool to a depth of about 1/32" to provide a 
wall thickness fabricated from commercial quality 440-A fresh surface for Step 2. 
steel of the anlysis tabulated, having a measured Rockwell St 2 
C hardness of 59, was mounted on a mandrel and lapped ep 
according to this invention in the following manner, using 75 This step was conducted with a 6400 grit size stick in 
the apparatus shown in Figs. 1—4. The lap comprised a essentially the same manner as Step 1, except that the 
1” thick segmental balsa wood ring of 6%” inside diam- duration of operation was 1.0 hr. during which it was 
eter and 8%" outside diameter, thus providing a working found that no redressing of the lap was necessary. The 
face of 1" width. ?nal surface obtained was of the order of 0.4—0.7 micro 
The shell was ?rst reduced to a diameter 0002-0003” 80 inch R. M. S. The lap was cleaned and refaced as de 

above the desired ?nished diameter, using conventional scribed for Step 1 prior to commencing Step 3. 
powered grinding equipment. The ?nish after grinding St 3 
was about 16 microinches R. M. S. The shell was then ep 
lapped with a lignum vitae wood lap in accordance with This step was conducted with a 13,500 grit size stick 
the method of U. S. P. 2,612,736 in three separate steps of 35 in essentially the same manner as for Steps 1 and 2, ex 
1 hour duration each, employing 800, 1600 and 3200 grit cept that the duration was limited to 1.0 hr. and during 
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the last 10 passes of the lap past the work the loading 
was reduced to about 1.0 H. P., which seemed to yield 
a. somewhat improved surface over that secured by 
maintaining the 2.0 H. P. loading to the very _end of op 
eration, as was determined by comparison with the re 
sults achieved in an independent test on the same com 
position material where the latter higher pressure load 
ing was employed throughout. A ?nal surface quality 
of the order of 0.1 to 0.3 microinch R. M. S. was ob 
tained at the end of this step with retention of good 
dimensional control. 
'From the foregoing it will be understood that my 

invention may be modi?ed in numerous ways obvious 
to those skilled in the art without departing from the 
essential spirit, wherefor it is intended to be limited 
only by the scope of the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for the lapping of an article fabricated 

from a metal alloy or metal comprising forcing a diamond 
dust abrasive against said article in the presence of a 
wax with a balsa wood lap, said lap having a hardness 
greater than that evidenced by a diameter of indenta 
tion measuring in excess of about %2" for a 5/s" diam. 
tool steel ball pressed against said balsa wood with a 
loading of 60 kgs. in an end grain direction, while main 
taining a relative speed of translation between the sur 
faces of said lap and said article above about 5000 ft./min. 
and a loading pressure su?icient to blacken said wax 
in the area of contact of said lap with said article. 

2. A method for the lapping of an article fabricated 
from a metal alloy or metal in two separate contactings 
of the lap with said article wherein the direction of 
translation of the lap with respect to the surface of said 
article during one of said contactings is maintained sub 
stantially normal to the direction of translation of the 
lap with respect to the surface of said article during the 
other of said contactings, each of said contactings com 
prising forcing a diamond dust abrasive against said arti 
cle in the presence of a wax with a balsa wood lap, said 
lap having a hardness greater than that evidenced by a 
diameter of indentation measuring in excess of about 
%2" for a- $43" diam. tool steel ball pressed against said 
balsa wood with a loading of 60 kgs. in an end grain 
direction, while maintaining a relative speed of trans 
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lation between the surfaces of said lap and said article‘ 
above about 5000 ft./min. and a loading pressure su?l 
cient to blacken said wax in the area of contact of said 
lap with said article. 

3. A method for the lapping of an article fabricated 
from a metal alloy or metal comprising forcing a diamond 
dust abrasive distributed in a wax against said article 
with a balsa wood lap, said lap having a hardness greater 
than that evidenced by a diameter of indentation meas 
uring in excess of about %2" for a %" diam. tool steel 
ball pressed against said balsa wood with a loading of 
60 kgs. in an end grain direction, while maintaining 
a relative speed of translation between the surfaces of 
said lap and said article above about 5000 ft./min. and 
a loading pressure su?icient to blacken said wax in the 
area of contact of said lap with said article. 

4. A method according to claim 3 wherein said wax 
comprises a blend of carnauba wax with beeswax. 

5. A method according to claim 3 wherein said wax 
comprises a blend of about 40-60% carnauba wax to 
60-40% beeswax. 

6. A method for the lapping of an article fabricated 
from a metal alloy or metal in a succession of steps em 
ploying progressively ?ner graded particle sizes of diamond 
dust abrasive comprising forcing each of said sizes in 
turn against said article in the presence of a Wax with 
a fresh balsa wood lap, said lap having a hardness greater 
than that evidenced by a diameter of indentation meas 
uring in excess of about %2" for a %" diam. tool steel 
ball pressed against said balsa wood with a loading of 60 
kgs. in an end grain direction, While maintaining a rela 
tive speed of translation between the surfaces of said lap 
and said article above about 5000 ft./min. and a loading 
pressure su?icient to blacken said Wax in the area of 
contact of said lap with said article, and cleaning the 
surface of said article after each said step before begin 
ning the next succeeding step. 
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